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Evaluating a Product Review  

 
Read the two product reviews and answer the questions below. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
Review A by Mika 
The Praya range for men and women puts you in the fashion spotlight at the gym. 
Look hot, feel cool in the sleek lycra microfibre that hugs your body in all the right 
places. The neat zipped pockets hold all the little things you must have with you. 
You’ll never lose your locker key again! The inner legs are seamless so there’s 
no uncomfortable chafing. The fabulous pink swish will give you extra fire! These 
pants are for everyone who wants to look good and feel good while they work out. 
 
a. Highlight the information you found useful. 
b. Highlight the information  you thought was exaggerated or meaningless. 
c. What was the main purpose of this review?  
     To advertise, to sell the pants on the basis of looks. 

 

Review B by Peppi 
I bought the Praya pants because I liked the smooth fit and I haven’t been 
disappointed. They stretch easily for a range of gym work and don’t pull 
uncomfortably. The fabric feels good although it makes you rather hot. The 
pockets are not really needed and the zipper tags can get caught on my i-pod 
cable—very annoying! The colours are too bright, especially the yellow with the 
pink swish. I would prefer black. I think these pants will suit someone who takes 
lots of classes like dance and step because they are so flexible and comfortable. 
 
a. Highlight the information you found useful. 
b. Highlight the information you thought was exaggerated or meaningless. 
c. What was the main purpose of this review?  
     To give a user’s opinion of the pants, to inform another buyer. 
 
Group Discussion:  
Would you buy these pants after reading these reviews? Why? Why not? 
(Evidence from reviews) 

 
 
 
Praya stretch 
$380 
Green, yellow, 
red 
gymfits.com 
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